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Declaration of World Peace - Day 2 - Thursday, Aug 3, 2017 9 am  

(The first time humanity has signed itself to peace, One Nation conference, China will 

launch first spaceship, Space Centers beyond the earth's surface, He talks about the 

dividends of signing Peace and new advances, Plasma has both Magnetic and 

Gravitational fields forces and now the signing of peace we can teach you how to tap 

into unimaginable amounts of energy, The interaction of the G with the M generates 

huge amounts of energy and what rotates the planet, It is one of the most controllable 

hidden forces in the universe, When you climb a mountain you get more M and less G 

fields and your soul elevates, Man tells of heating house and driving car with bags of 

Gans', The signing of Peace gives Keshe the mandate he needs to teach more and spread 

the technology, We have signed the nations to peace for the presidents and now we have 

to inform them and see what they'll do, Americans have killing in their blood that is 

why he doesn't what them to lead the process they'll use it for wrong purposes,    ,   ) 

 

(:15).  Today is a special day, for the first time humanity has signed himself to peace. 

As of this morning we have become One Nation, which means there are no borders, 

armies, and no wars and we don't need to incite wars as we have no enemies. We have 

extended the borders of Earth to the boundaries of its atmosphere. We make the 

atmosphere of this planet its boundaries there are no armies to fight. As we have taught 

from the beginning the UC never fights, this is a imaginary border which extends into 

the U. We have worked so many days to bring this planet to One Nation. ... we love and 

adore each other in different ways ... this has been the dream of many of our forefathers. 

We saw yesterday representatives from every language sign themselves into peace. This 

is the beginning of a peaceful cycle for humanity. As we have seen in the past wherever 

peace has prevailed the science, technology, and the comfort of mankind has taken off 

very rapidly. We know this will change a lot of things, we are working in the 

background in a massive way to change conditions. And we see science in exchange for 

peace is paying ?? (:18). It brings us acceptance, and we are and have achieved a new 

era in human race. Many of us are fed up with killing and be killed by so many different 

ways and tools, just for somebody to be the boss or be called the king or president. We 

have done away with the leadership and have brought in the leadership of the souls, the 

members of the councils carry no voting right and as of today the new governing body 

has taken place. In the next few months you'll gradually see the changes. I have called 

for a World Peace Conference in the next few weeks, hopefully after my return from 

Theran we'll hold the first International One Nation Conference. we might see some of 

those we call the present leaders to be present. It takes a lot of work to organize. Not 

before the end of the year. We are looking at 10 to 20,000 people to this conference.  

(:20). Place and time will be announced in the next few weeks. In the coming weeks 

we'll announce the new Banking System and the blue telephones, and the One Nation 

Police Force, and the first excursions into the upper atmosphere with KF technology, 

and a new headquarters for KF one in USA and Asia, this brings us to one center in 

each continent. A center in South America. We have to be able to give positions for the 

heads of each continent. We'll announce space centers beyond the surface of the Earth, 

the technology advanced. We wait until the One nation is in place that we can deliver 

the T in full. The T of the space launch will go to China. (:23). KF will conduct its 

space programs out of Chinese territory. It's a pleasure to offer this to China as it is a 

peaceful nation. If we would have given this to USA there would be more 

warmongering and the rest of it. We see China as a safe country to give this T to. In the 



coming months you'll witness the first space launches from the territory of China. We 

have made the agreements. The advancement of peace needs powerful people who can 

deliver it and not warmongers.     (:25).  

.. as I said once we sign ourselves to peace we can open the channel to UC and this will 

be done in the coming months. .. China will open the channels.  We will be a part of 

going into space as something natural.  

(:29).   

(:34).  

(:43).  

(:45).  

... there is knowledge beyond the understanding of man at this point in time in the U 

that once the man see them will cause one of 2 reactions, the pleasure to accept or the 

fear to create and control. This can not be allowed.  (:50). In the coming time, as the 

space technology and the Spaceship Program opens up we will see that the human race 

will trust its own structure, physical being and soul, enough that it can be given and 

entrusted to other beings, who through interaction with them will increase the intellect 

of the man himself. At this point in time these kinds of knowledge is not seen nor 

understood by the human race. This is one of the advantages of opening the space 

through the (KF) Spaceship Program. This means we bring together a mixture of the 

science of man and that of space together.  (:51). And this can create all sorts of joys 

and expectations. This is part of the dividend that comes with the Spaceship Program 

and has to be understood that it is to be used for the totality of human kind, by opening 

the One Nation and delivering more knowledge into the hand of the scientist, who will 

deliver and develop knowledge and technologies in conjunction with those who are 

from beyond the boundaries of this planet and this will change the totality of the life 

style on this planet. The buildings and structure that we know, as of today will not exist. 

The way we build and construct, the transportation we use, the line of communication 

that we have, is so obsolete, in a way not backwards but ???? many of the human race 

will be baffled and might resist the change. This can not be. We have to educate across 

this planet that it is their choice and be part of the free space knowledge. In the space 

there are no bricks, metal gates, we don't have computers,  (:53). and not the visibility of 

the TV. In the space we create the dimensions of physicality be the interaction of the 

totality of the fields and through the understanding and control of our own fields. Which 

means that what the man has built in the 1 dimension of space will become irrelevant, 

this is part of the One Nation progress. The aircraft industry of today will be a museum 

in the coming months. Would you like to spend 12 hours on a flight or 12 minutes. 

These advancements in the space technology will come purely out of the nation of 

China. The initial investments to guarantee world peace has to come through the 

strongest nation which is peaceful. These technologies will be given in a way that 

guarantees peace and the advancement of the knowledge on this planet. As I said we 

have no trust in the US government to use the technology for peaceful application, 

whereas we have 100% trust in the Chinese government to see the development and the 

delivery of the new transportation in space on the Earth level and across this planet. We 

will deliver these on one basis,  (:55). we have to understand further the interaction of 

the fields 03 

 

..First, gradually we introduce man to the knowledge which is beyond,  (1:00). this 

planet and has never been open to here (known here), and secondly we allow the man to 

test himself in how much he can understand the new understanding of the technologies. 

As I have said, that stacking up apartments one on top of the other and 20 to 30 million 



people living in one place, only because there is a job, water, or a light, is all irrelevant. 

In the coming time the cities we have chosen will become empty places. What they call 

prime real-estate will not exist. By being able to produce different materials, transmute 

in different positions, cities the way we have them will be of the past. The human race 

will spread across this planet and beyond. There is a point we have no control over and 

in that process we'll have to make facilities that in that position we are there to make the 

difference, like during natural disasters, it needs positions that the new technologies can 

help with. We can't stop these natural processes even in the space, but we can learn how 

to overcome and support instantaneously and not to wait. One of the biggest problems 

for the human race is the contamination in different shapes and forms.  (1:02).   KF AZ 

is spearheading release of new technologies ... we are producing systems that you can 

produce whatever you need at any point on this planet, be it food, materials, energy. At 

has been on the table but many have overlooked it. Now we'll bring it out as part of the 

process, but a newer deeper version that the same system you can produce from gold to 

water to any other material you need. this system should not cost more then 100 to 

$150, we make you independent from every need. This process will change everything 

that the man has been afraid of even shelter. It is the completion of what we promised as 

the Oasis system. It will be delivered through the Chinese KF. (1:04). and through AZ.  

... break in ...    (1:06).  The total structure of the new technology to guarantee peace. ..  

 

(1:08).   ... we always explained that a Pl has both a G and M field, one thing you 

never considered, if there is such a thing then there has to be a flow of the energy, 

GM field strength between the G and the M, and man has never tapped into this 

energy, because he has never understood, never could have imagined, but if you look, 

everyday life on this planet works and operates through this operation of the fields. 

Look at the rain, the clouds, the life on this planet. The interaction of the G field of this 

planet with its M creates such a vast energy that it forces the rotation of this planet. 

(1:10). The interaction between the G and M of this planet is the cause of the motion of 

the clouds and the creation of the conditions on this planet. Man has only learned a little 

bit, maybe to use the winds and a little bit of this and that. The energy hidden within the 

interaction of the M and G fields of a single entity is equal to the energy that is available 

in the U. Man has never understood this potential. As man never understood the field 

forces of the G he always considered one thing or the other as a field and now the new 

opening will change everything by the delivery of the new science, is the interaction 

within the field itself, G and M one doesn't exist without the other, at the same time the 

2 exist to support each other to exist. Up to this point man has never tapped into this line 

of energy, nor even considered such a flow. The new T which we'll deliver will tap into 

the M and G  of the field itself. It has to be understood that  (1:12). the field flow 

between the G and M is one of the most controllable hidden energies in any process in 

the U. Man has never, ever considered such energy. When you create G and M fields 

from the same entity, they always have an interaction and an interface, one is stronger 

and one is weaker and the flow from the stronger to the weaker creates field forces that 

create the rotation of the planet, which creates the winds and the conditions of the 

temperature on this planet. It's time to understand that one can tap into this energy, if 

one understands, then it dictates the rotation of the entity which gives it the balance in 

its motion and then one doesn't need motors or nuclear reactors to create energy and 

motion. The field force balance between the 2 has to be understood from now on, and 

needs to be tapped into, then you can choose which part of these field forces you decide 

to interact with and that will give you whatever you need from that point. (1:14). An 

onion is ground based not much of the M but more of G, an apple is more of M and less 



of G and only a few meters changes one field force to another and the creation of a 

different entity, but in fact they are both made of interaction of fields and nothing else. 

The development of the field interaction systems which will interface with the M and G 

fields will become part of the cornerstones of the development of energy and motion 

and materials in the upcoming time when the man understands. Creation of materials , 

gases, fields, motion, new positioning, now even the rays become part of the game and 

one can understand. The MaGrav field strength within the MaGrav itself becomes 

important and makes the development of the systems so easy that   (:16). You can use 

the MaGrav systems you already have to create such a system, the knowledge of 

interface between the G and M fields will create the new opportunities and sciences that 

man will understand in totality. 34   

 

.. with the signing of the Peace Treaty and creation of One Nation on this planet now we 

can teach more knowledge. What we see as illusive lights on this planet comes from this 

interaction.  (1:19). Which means the Earth lights itself through the interaction of its 

own G and M field, the way that the lights of sun and earth leads to a higher order, we 

call it a daylight and night. The same thing, part of the illusive lights from the U comes 

from the same interaction of its own MG field forces and now man can understand and 

use these field forces to his advantage and it takes no time to develop these kinds of 

technologies. This is the way that the birds fly on the footpath of the field flow which 

always stays constant irrespective of many other factors, it doesn't matter how old the 

bird is it flies directly to the point on the tree from one continent to another. These 

interactive field forces are very weak but extremely powerful, and you don't have to do 

much to be able to tap into one or the other, but the interaction of the 2 creates a totally 

new system that man can benefit beyond his imagination. What else can I teach you, if 

you are not aware of the operation of your own planet for millions of years. That you 

can use the fields of G and M   (1:21). to create everything that you want. There is a lot 

to learn and teach, but we have to be careful that these teachings are not used to harm 

the others. Any Questions.   (1:22). How do you expose the fields in such a way that 

people gradually learn to benefit them without abusing them? This is partially we don't 

need exposure to, and it is partially used by our brain to access the conditions. This 

process is used by man on a daily basis, and every second of our lives, but we haven't 

been aware of it. The process of the interaction between the G and M fields of the planet 

is actually part of the energy that our brain depends on for its source of supply. As I said 

we absorb and gain so much energy from our environment. When you climb a mountain 

and you say that the air is thinner, you have to understand that at that point you receive 

more energy from the M field of the planet then the G and in receiving you it enlightens 

you.  (1:24). It reaches you, you are receiving more then giving to keep in touch. This is 

one of the reasons we like to go into the mountains, because you are farther away from 

G which pulls energy from us and we receive more of the M fields of the planet, this is 

what we call, I pray for you, I give you some of my soul. It depends how much I pray 

for you and how much I give, you receive from what I give. So when I go 32 

 

(1:28).  Man heats house with Gans. 

(1:32). 

(1:36). Keshe explains it 

(1:42). That is the old way.  

(1:45).  ... break in ... 

(1:47).  



(1:53). You could have walked into it and if nothing would have happened you'd say the 

system did nothing to me. This is why we have to become more understanding of the 

system and the position of what we are getting involved in. if he would changed the 

dynamic, the coils or the fluid, if you would have needed it you would have gone to 

sleep for another 4 hours. It is the spectrum which we cover in the strength that matters 

and it creates that (reaction). Q: We have a lot of pollution in the big cities related to 

cars.... if you make your flying cars then there is no pollution ... I agree, but at the 

moment, we have so many combustion cars, if we could add something to the car to 

reduce pollution I see it as a good thing, as a temporal solution until you give us the 

solution.  (1:55). Can I add the principle of the Gans bags, I made 2 bags 3:1 and 80% 

CH3, and 20% CO2 and I mounted it on the car fuel line. My fuel consumption was 

only 5.7 liters per 100 KM, it seems almost impossible to get more power and lower 

consumption in such a simple way. Paul said if you have anything that runs on 

combustion, on the plane of the top gasket, btn the silencer and the top of the motor 

where the combustion chamber is, if you put a tube in front of the silencer and one in 

back, put CO2 in one and CH3 in the other, you can get more power and reduce the 

mpg.  (1:57). He tested on his lawn mower, how is the energy released, is it because you 

have a spark in the motor or does something happen to the fields when the gasoline 

burns in the motor? If it works we could sell these to people for very low price and 

could reduce pollution. The only way to reduce pollution with combustion is to reduce 

fuel consumption, one of the points in this T is to look at the material side but with 

introducing Pl into the system ?? you introduce an alternative fuel. At the end of the 

combustion process you create a Pl, so you realize more and more that the system works 

because you create a hybrid. (They say that) just because you don't put it in there it 

doesn't count, but it does count, quite a lot. People who have used these systems for the 

car they says that the steering is lighter, the Pl condition effects the whole positioning, 

you change the positioning, if you use a CO2, a CuO2 you find the driving is not so 

comfortable, if you use more CH3 then CO2 you find it a little more comfortable. 

Because of the M and G fields you release in the car, create in the car ... People look at 

the practical aspects of this T totally in the matter state. Even if you carry a bag of CO2 

in your car or CH3,  (2:00). you create a condition of positioning, it's not just that the 

bag is there but you have created a new positioning in the whole car in respect to the 

Earth. The Earth doesn't look if there is something somewhere, it looks at the MG field 

positioning. We looked this years ago, how much Gans of CH3 we have to use before 

the car floats, it is quite possible. If you put a 20 kilo bag of CH3 on my roof, then you'll 

find out that you most probably will fly. You can levitate with it, this is the reality. If 

you put in the front and the back you'll find out the steering is much easier. These are 

the things I used to teach years ago, but recently I just don't consider anymore, but we 

looked at it scientifically, because the more mass ratio you have the more the interaction 

has to be. Try the CO2 and CH3 and see how you position yourself. You say to yourself 

why should I carry a 100 liters of Gans on top of my car, I would do it if I don't have to 

pay for the fuel, I would carry 200 kilos. If you don't want to carry CH3 on the roof of 

the car, the alternative is to create a concentration of CH in a dynamic reactor.  (2:02). 

The position is where you put that tube of something somewhere, you have changed the 

field positioning of the car. In this T look at the field and not how much matter you put 

in there, the (lower) fuel consumption is because you have reduced the interaction, 

friction so you use less. Then if you can totally turn the car around that the field Pl flow 

around the car ... in Peru they got 60% reduction (in fuel use). We forgot to tell you. Do 

Not send any packages which carry any name of KF through DHL, they have an 

instruction to destroy all the KF packages from the Belgium government. It has taken 4 



weeks to move from Austrian office to Turkish office and we lost our servers with it. 

These Car Units what you were speaking about, it has taken over 4 weeks to arrive in 

Turkey and is still not arrived we had to get Police involved.  

(2:07). With the cars, when you put a (Gans) bag in the car you create a new 

positioning, which the bag creates. If you tighten it to the chair you just might get a 

better result because the chair just might lift a little. So you are saying that the increase 

in mpg is because of the reduced weight? Yes, 100%. But doesn't that reduce the 

braking power if you need to brake? We did a test with scientists in Gent University, if 

you use a N coated materials around your brakes it makes it worse, or faster ??? If you 

use the fields as you are doing, the positioning gives you less friction, this is one of the 

problems with MaGrav positioning systems, you'll find out that even the cars next to 

you behave differently also, as was tested in the Philippines. You can test it by putting 

Gans' (not necessarily Gans Water) on the roof and see. I am prepared to carry 100 kilos 

on my roof and reduce my consumption by 40 to 50%. That is actually what happens if 

you carry a pure Gans,  but you have to test and see which Gans and what ratio gives 

you the best results.  I am worried about the tubes of Gans near the combustion 

chamber, I need to be to take the throttle off so the car can idle? It has nothing to do 

with the throttle, it's the fields positioning it creates. What will be interesting with your 

lawn mower will be if the height of the grass is different. I have done many of these 

experiments and it's very funny when you see it. (2:10). It doesn't matter about the 

combustion chamber, today is not for these things (discussions), put a bag of CO2 in 

front and CH3 in the back and tell me what happens.  We have just been told that the 

World Peace Treaty is completely signed and is on the KF website, the full 196 nations 

and territories. It is complete and we are One Nation. Get this out to people that we have 

become One Nation, this is important.  (2:12).  

 

(2:23). 

(2:29). Shows the track list of signers of the WPT. We are in Iran from the 14th 

September for 2 weeks. We are trying organize a conference in Theran. (2:31). The last 

document was Alek in Africa. Now it for us to put it through across the world. It has 

just started and now we have to go and sell the knowledge of peace across the world, 

worth a lot. Please send a copy to all the Ambassadors who we contacted and tell them 

thank you very much your nation has been signed to peace. They'll have to find out who 

signed on our behalf. This is the beauty of it.    ... they don't want to say this is fake 

because they have become obsolete in their manner and operation. .. because we needed 

you not to attend so that we could take control of our destiny as One Race that is 

peaceful.   (2:34). It is a very strange situation, 2 governments running at the same time, 

one warring and one for peace, I think we'll get it this time. Lisa from the Earth Council 

of Australia. Thank you to all the people working in the background. We passes the 

threshold of peace. ... it will be very strange how they respond, they have signed the 

peace without actually being a part of it.  (2:36). It's not going to be overnight we have a 

lot of work to do. It will be nice to send one to President of Ghana as they have already 

signed the Peace Treaty in the presence of UN Officers in December of last year.  How 

do you feel as KF supporters and having achieved this. Rick wants to show Libby's 

drawing .. why not we are celebrating. How do members of the EC and UC feel about 

not having voting rights but signing the nations into peace. (2:40).   Could we have 

members speak. Mary speaks, thanking all the members.  (2:43).  Caroline speaks.. 

(2:55). 

(3:00). We set out to achieve what has taken man thousands of years. My wish is my 

command, I wished peace for decades, after 50 years we see it on paper. When I was 8 



or 10 years old the Vietnam war was going on and the news was always how may 

Americans killed how many Vietnamese, and I asked my father many times, why are 

these people killing each other, what was wrong with Vietnam. I finally came to the 

conclusion that these guys went half way around the world to enter something that had 

nothing to do with them, to interfere with another persons life and ?? and this should not 

be.  (3:02). And I considered the Americans as invaders and trying to enforce something 

that has nothing to do with them. I could not understand this aggression, until I came 

across Americans that came to Iran from Vietnam, and I realized that killing is part of 

their nature and it doesn't suit mine. I came to understand that the blood of the man 

(American) from that continent has in it the blood is the only way. This is one thing I 

could not agree with and that is why I refused to take the technology to the US because 

I knew that it would be used ??, in my childhood I have seen the vibration of killing in 

children as young as me who were coming with their families from Vietnam. This is 

why I never could agree to transfer this T to Americans, because I knew it will become 

another and then another (war). Now you understand why I see a problem with the 

blood that has mixed on this continent, that sees nothing but to murder. Strange enough 

we don't see it south of the border with Mexicans or North with the Canadians. In my 

belief and understanding that I have to always choose to go the correct way. I believe 

that the only safe option is to move the technology forward, is to put it into the hands of 

leaders who are peaceful. It is somehow the mixture of the mixture, that has lead to a 

very bad mixture (of blood), and we have to stop this process (of the bad mixture in 

American blood) is to sign that we bring an alternative and new way to agreement and 

concept peace. In a way we have to forget the past, or forgive the past so we can go 

ahead into something new (3:05). We can change a lot of things from now on. We'll 

continually report on the developments which we take towards peace. 12 

 

(3:07). 

(3:10).  

(3:12). We have to have an agenda for countries that want to come to peace, we have 

study each country and find an agenda for them to follow towards peace. Keshe 

Foundation Manufacturing will invest in each nation that comes to peace.  

(3:14). .. I needed the mandate of this world peace treaty to become One nation that I 

could build on, and now I have that mandate and KF can work on it. ... the EC will have 

to approve before any decision is made. We have massive amounts of finance available 

to us and we'll use it in an appropriate way, as we said T for peace, we deliver the T, the 

job and the security, in exchange we ask the nations to sign themselves to peace. We 

have 20 to 30 nations that are heading this way for us. My wish was that no World 

Leader will sign before yesterday and I got my wish, because now everything will be on 

the terms of the EC and UC, and on the terms of peace, and this is important. My team 

close to me is aware of these investments and ...  (3:16).  

 

(3:18).   ... we were told the ex-president of the US signed the Peace Treaty but he has 

not acted on it, we are told a number of presidents will sign the peace treaty in time to 

come. But we have to govern from one nation, the governors can govern but there are a 

lot of problems in this process. ... A lot of structure is set to create fear and war and with 

it to create arms. They create fear and then with it comes a beautiful thing, a red box, 

these people who come to create war walk into the offices of the Prime Ministers with 

suit cases of promises of cash in their private accounts. Al the Military contracts come 

with payments to the world leaders. This is where it has to stop. (3:20).  

 



(3:32). 

We are back to meeting every Thursday. 

End 

 


